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Abstract. Service providers are constantly seeking ways to reduce the
costs incurred in managing the services they deliver. With the increased
distribution and virtualization of resources in the next generation network infrastructure, novel resource management approaches are sought
for eﬀective service delivery. In this paper, we propose a market-based
hierarchical resource management mechanism using Machine Learning,
which consists of a negotiation phase where customers are allocated the
resources needed by their activated service instances, and a learning
phase where service providers adjust the prices of their resources in order
to steer the network infrastructure towards the desired goal of increasing
their revenues, while delivering the mix of services requested by their
customers. We present the operation of such a market where distributed
and virtualized resources are traded as commodities between autonomic
resource brokers performing the negotiation and learning on behalf of
service providers. We perform extensive simulations to study the performance of the proposed hierarchical resource management mechanism.

1

Introduction

Service providers (SPs) are reacting to competitive pressures by transitioning
from being providers of individual services (voice, data, video) to providers of
service bundles. SPs must deal the challenge of reducing the costs of managing these services and the network infrastructure over which these services are
deployed and oﬀered. The requirements for a powerful service management system motivate the need to automate management by evolving to self-managing
infrastructures, in order to ensure automated service delivery to customers.
The Autonomic Computing [1] concept presented by IBM to reduce software
complexity and cost of service delivery in the IT domain is attractive in the sense
that a similar concept could be mapped in the telecommunications domain to
perform autonomic service management. In a previous work [2], we had introduced the Autonomic Service Architecture (ASA), which aims to give SPs the
needed solutions to dynamically marshal their service delivery infrastructure and
to support the required service mix at a given point in time using a hierarchy of
Autonomic Resource Brokers (ARBs) which perform resource management.
The network infrastructure for telecommunications service delivery could be
viewed as a set of competing SPs, similar to players in a game-theoretic problem [3]. Given the diﬃculty to represent this game using classical game theory,
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we explore an alternative approach using Machine Learning [4], where Reinforcement Learning [5] agents built into the ARBs of ASA incrementally improve their
strategies according to trial-and-error interactions with the external world. As a
result, SPs adjust the prices of their resources to achieve better performance for
the autonomic resource management approach performed by ASA.
In this paper, we present a market-based hierarchical resource management
approach, using Machine Learning to autonomically steer the network infrastructure towards the desired goals for both SPs and their customers. The remainder
of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we review some related work.
In section 3, we summarize the design of ASA, prior to explaining the hierarchical resource management approach in section 4. In section 5, we integrate
Machine Learning into ASA to improve the strategy of SPs. In section 6, we illustrate some simulation results to show the performance of the proposed scheme.
Finally, in section 7, we conclude the paper and suggest some future work.

2

Related Work

Game Theory is aimed at understanding situations in which several decision
makers (also called players) interact [3]. Classical game theory suﬀers from several shortcomings, such as the need for perfect information about strategies of
other players, or about the probability distribution of their strategies. Such assumptions are infeasible in an environment of competing service providers (SPs),
which are the players in the game-theoretic problem, hence the need for alternative ways to solve this game, such as Machine Learning [4].
Machine Learning is a branch of artiﬁcial intelligence that encompasses areas
such as Neural Networks, Genetic Algorithms, Ant Colony Optimization, and
Reinforcement Learning (RL) [5]. RL will be used to enable the decision makers,
in this case the competing SPs, to optimize their operation using trial-and-error
interactions with the external environment, in order to steer the operation of
the network infrastructure towards the greater good for both themselves and for
their customers, without the need to share any information with other SPs.
The closest work to this paper is presented by Wang and Li [6]. In their
approach, concepts from control theory are used to help selﬁsh nodes in a service overlay network incrementally adapt to the market, by making optimized
strategic decisions based on past experiences. While the techniques they use are
comparable to those adopted in this paper, their application is drastically diﬀerent. This paper involves a diﬀerent negotiation mechanism since some customers
specify the rate required instead of only having a Best Eﬀort service as is the
case in the work of Wang and Li. The complexity of the problem changes as
well since this paper uses a hierarchical architecture. Furthermore, this paper
attempts to improve the utilization of the network infrastructure’s virtual resources by SPs while satisfying customer requirements, whereas Wang and Li
are attempting to force selﬁsh nodes in a service overlay network towards more
cooperation.
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Autonomic Service Architecture Overview

The main task of the Autonomic Service Architecture (ASA) is to automate
the delivery of services oﬀered by a service provider (SP) to its customers in
next generation networks. ASA achieves this goal through the interaction of
self-managing entities, called Autonomic Resource Brokers (ARBs), which autonomically handle provisioning, management, and termination of oﬀered services.
The layered structure of ARBs in ASA is shown in Fig. 1. When customers
activate service instances they have bought from SPs, these service instances are
managed by the SPs using Service Instance ARBs (SIARBs). The multiple service instances of a particular service oﬀered by a SP are managed by Composite
ARBs (CARBs). The diﬀerent services oﬀered by a SP (managed by CARBs) are
managed by a Global ARB (GARB), which handles all the resources available
at this SP’s disposal. Physical resources are virtualized into virtual resources to
deal with heterogeneity, using concepts similar to those in [7].
Resource management in next generation networks using ASA could be seen
as a market where virtual resources are exchanged between customers and SPs.
This view is becoming a reality with architectures such as the one used by
Amazon [8], or with the proliferation of Grids [9]. Virtual resources can be assimilated to commodities with prices that vary depending on the demand. The
market consists of several competing SPs owning the diﬀerent virtual resources
and services which are oﬀered to customers. In the upcoming sections, we elaborate on how the market model applies for hierarchical resource management
in ASA.
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4

Hierarchical Resource Management Algorithm

For each virtual resource in the network infrastructure, we run the proposed
market-based hierarchical resource management algorithm with Machine Learning, according to the autonomic loop shown in Fig. 2. This algorithm, which will
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Fig. 2. Autonomic Hierarchical Resource Management Algorithm
Table 1. Notations for the market-based hierarchical resource management algorithm
r
Rreq
Amount of Virtual Resource r requested by QoS customers
r
RBE
Amount of Virtual Resource r oﬀered to BE customers
r
Rmiss
(ARBi )
Missing amount of Virtual Resource r at ARB i
r
Rthr
(ARBi )
Threshold amount of Virtual Resource r at ARB i
RC(V Rr , ARBi )
Residual Capacity of Virtual Resource r at ARB i
Aupst (V Rr , ARBi )
Total upstream amount of Virtual Resource r at ARB i
Adnst (V Rr , ARBi ) Total downstream amount of Virtual Resource r at ARB i
AQoS (V Rr , ARBi ) Total QoS amount of Virtual Resource r allocated at ARB i
U r (ARBi )
ARB i utility for Virtual Resource r
ΔU r (ARBi )
ARB i diﬀerential utility for Virtual Resource r
prQoSi
QoS price for Virtual Resource r at ARB i
prBEi
BE price for Virtual Resource r at ARB i
T Rev(V Rr , ARBi )
Total revenue from Virtual Resource r at ARB i
T Cost(V Rr , ARBi )
Total cost for Virtual Resource r at ARB i
1 (t)
Time varying scaling factor for utility function

be detailed next, is performed by the Autonomic Resource Brokers (ARBs) of
the aforementioned Autonomic Service Architecture (ASA). The notations used
in the rest of this paper are shown in Table 1.
The detailed hierarchical model of ARBs at a given SP is shown in Fig. 3.
Initially, the SP reserves a fraction of the available capacity at its GARB for
a given virtual resource. The CARBs will share this fraction of the capacity
proportionally to the needs of the service that each CARB manages, while the
remaining capacity is kept to remedy for any virtual resources shortages. Service
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requests arrive from customers at random times for the diﬀerent services oﬀered
by this SP which use this virtual resource. Thus, a given amount of it is allocated
to each activated service instance. These requests consist of two main tuples of
interest for the management of a given virtual resource: <Amount, Duration>.
The virtual resource amounts are allocated if available, and if not, a new request
is triggered for additional virtual resources to be bought from other SPs.
The interaction between the diﬀerent ARBs is shown in Fig. 4. At level 0, the
GARB which is the global manager of a given SP, interacts with the GARBs
of other SPs in a peer-to-peer (P2P) fashion. The SPs can therefore exchange
virtual resources when needed. Initially, each SP has a maximum capacity array of the virtual resources [M C(V R1 ), . . . , M C(V RN )]. At level 1, the CARB
which manages a given service is allocated an array of virtual resource amounts
[A(V R1 ), . . . , A(V RN )]. This allocation is performed by the GARB to its children CARBs, i.e. the CARBs corresponding to the services oﬀered by this SP.
The price of a virtual resource is inherited at the CARB from its parent GARB.
We assume that a separate price is set by a SP for each virtual resource, one
for BE requests and one for QoS requests. The price for a service composed
of several virtual resources is a combination of these virtual resources’ prices,
according to service pricing approaches beyond the scope of this paper.
The negotiation algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1, works as follows: For QoS
customers, the SP needs to guarantee that the virtual resource amounts delivered to the customers are equal to those requested. For BE customers, the SP
does not guarantee delivery of any virtual resource amounts to the customers.
An issue for the algorithm is to determine an appropriate utility function to
maximize in order to determine the amount of virtual resources allocated to BE
customers. The choice of the utility function was based upon the needs of an
eﬃcient management system. The higher the amount allocated, the greater the
revenue for the SP. However, the amount allocated should not be too high, since
it limits the number of additional customers that could be served in the future.
One key requirement of the utility function is to be concave up. Due to these
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conﬂicting needs, we use two terms in the utility function: one relates to the revenue of the SP, and the other to the amount of resources allocated. Therefore,
the chosen utility function for virtual resource r at CARBi is given by:


Adnst (CARBi ) − Aupst (CARBi )
r
U (CARBi ) = 1 (t) × log 1 −
Adnst (CARBi ) + RC(V Rr , CARBi )
r
+pBEi (t) × Adnst (CARBi )
(1)
The amount 1 (t) is time-dependent and set to pBEi (t) × (Adnst (CARBi ) +
RC(V Rr , CARBi )). In the rest of this paper, we are concerned with the additive
utility, that is the utility added to the SP by allocating an amount Rr of virtual
resource r to a customer, which is given by:


Adnst (CARBi ) − Aupst (CARBi ) + Rr
ΔU (CARBi ) = 1 (t) × log 1 −
Adnst (CARBi ) + RC(V Rr , CARBi ) + Rr


Adnst (CARBi ) − Aupst (CARBi )
+ prBEi (t) × Rr (2)
−1 (t) × log 1 −
Adnst (CARBi ) + RC(V Rr , CARBi )
r

The aforementioned utility function was chosen for the following reasons:
– The ﬁrst derivative has a point of inﬂection where it changes signs.
1
dU r (CARBi )
= −1 (t) × r
(3)
dRr
R + Adnst (CARBi ) + RC(V Rr , CARBi )
+prBEi (t) = 0
r
This point of inﬂection corresponds to the rate RBE
oﬀered to the customer.
r
RBE
=

1 (t)
− (Adnst (CARBi ) + RC(V Rr , CARBi ))
prBEi

(4)
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Hierarchical Resource Management Algorithm
Service Instance activation for Service j by QoS Customer i from Service
Provider k
QoS Customers-Service Providers
Service Instance of Service j activated;
r
of virtual resource r requested;
Amount Rreq
r
if Rreq < RC(V Rr , CARBj ) then
r
Accept request for the amount Rreq
of virtual resource r;
Update CARB j and SIARB i accordingly;
else
r
r
Find missing amount Rmiss
(CARBj ) = Rreq
of virtual resource r at
CARB j;
Trigger internal flow between CARB j and GARB k for missing amount
r
(CARBj ) of virtual resource r;
Rmiss
end
Service Instance activation for Service j by BE Customer i from Service Provider
k
BE Customers-Service Providers
Service Instance of Service j activated;
Find amount that maximizes the differential utility for virtual
r
= argmax(ΔU r (CARBj ));
resource r at CARB j: RBE
r
r
> Rth
(CARBj ) then
if RBE
r
Accept Best-Effort request for amount RBE
of virtual resource r;
else
r
r
Find missing amount Rmiss
(CARBj ) = RBE
of virtual resource r at
CARB j;
Trigger internal flow between CARB j and GARB k for missing amount
r
(CARBj ) of virtual resource r;
Rmiss
end
CARB-GARB (Triggered)
r
(CARBj ) of virtual resource r requested between
Missing amount Rmiss
CARB j and its parent GARB k
r
(CARBj ) < RC(V Rr , GARBk ) then
if Rmiss
r
Accept request for the missing amount Rmiss
(CARBj );
Update CARB j and GARB k accordingly;
else
Trigger external flow between GARB k and other GARB l for missing
r
r
(GARBk ) = Rmiss
(CARBj ) of virtual resource r;
amount Rmiss
end
Between GARBs (Triggered)
r
(GARBk ) of virtual resource r requested between
Missing amount Rmiss
GARB k (or downstream GARB) and GARB l (or upstream GARB)
r
(GARBk ) < RC(V Rr , GARBl ) then
if Rmiss
r
Accept request for the missing amount Rmiss
(GARBk );
Update GARB k and GARB l accordingly;
else
Reject triggered request, and original customer request;
end
Algorithm 1. Pseudo Code for Hierarchical Resource Management Algorithm
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– The second derivative is always positive, so the proposed utility function is
concave up, as required.
1 (t)
d2 U r (CARBi )
=
(Rr + Adnst (CARBi ) + RC(V Rr , CARBi ))2
dRr 2

(5)

– In addition, the chosen utility function achieves our goal. An increase in the
upstream amount is not desirable as this triggers external exchanges with
other SPs, which is costly. When the residual capacity and the upstream
amount both reach zero, the ﬁrst utility term is equal to zero (its highest
possible value), which means all the residual capacity is being used, but there
is no need for additional resource amounts to be bought from other SPs.

5

Strategy Improvement Using Learning

Reinforcement Learning (RL) represents a class of Machine Learning problems
where an agent explores its environment, observes its current state s, and takes
a subsequent action a, according to a decision policy π : s → a. The RL model
consists of a set of states S and a set of actions A. RL aims to ﬁnd a control
policy that will maximize the observed rewards over the lifetime of the agents,
in our case the Global Autonomic Resource Brokers (GARBs) corresponding
to the diﬀerent service providers (SPs) in the network. To do so, a GARB will
incrementally adjust its virtual resources’ prices based on the feedback (or reinforcement) received from the environment. An optimal decision policy is to incur
the highest accumulated reinforcement values.
Prior to deﬁning the RL model, we need to clarify the goal that the network
infrastructure aims to achieve. Ideally, no SP should monopolize the network, as
customers should be tempted to buy from all SPs. However, SPs need to make
as much proﬁt as possible. By increasing their prices without boundary, SPs will
be at a disadvantage if customers are looking for the cheapest service to buy and
activate. In addition, customer demands should also be satisﬁed to the best of a
SP’s ability as long as no detrimental performance eﬀects are observed.
In our approach, we used two diﬀerent prices based on whether we are dealing with QoS or BE customers. The approach taken for each price adjustment
method using RL could be diﬀerent for the QoS and BE cases, but we assume
a similar approach for both. Hence, in what follows, we will only show the QoS
price adjustment approach. The BE price adjustment approach is similar, where
BE prices are varied using BE virtual resource amounts instead of QoS virtual
resource amounts to calculate the reinforcement value. Table 2 lists the variables
used in the proposed RL method to improve hierarchical resource management.
RL operates on a virtual resource basis at a given GARB. In the discrete-time
domain, RL models the interaction between a GARB and the environment as a
Markov Decision Process. Suppose the GARB is in state sr at time step (t), then

the GARB performs action a and shifts to state sr at the next time step (t + 1).
In our case, the states are chosen as the ratio of the GARB’s residual capacity
for the given virtual resource, and the sum of the GARB’s residual capacity
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Table 2. Variables used in Reinforcement Learning method
Qr (sr , a)
Q-value function for state sr and action a
r
P (a/s )
Probability of taking action a when in state sr
r
rl
Reinforcement value received by GARB
ψr
Positive constant to control exploration vs. exploitation
γr
Discounting factor
ζr
Learning rate
2 (t)
Time varying scaling factor for reinforcement

and the delivered downstream QoS virtual resource amounts. The actions taken
are variations of the QoS price prQoSi (t) charged by the upstream ARB to its
downstream ARBs for QoS amounts of Virtual Resource r at time step (t), to
steer the performance towards the desired goals.
In this paper, we will adopt the Q-learning algorithm to iteratively approximate the state-action value function, Qr (sr , a), which represents the expected
return when taking action a in state sr and then following the current policy to
the end. The action a in state sr is taken with a probability P (a/sr ), and the
GARB receives a reinforcement value rlr . The actions are picked according to
their Q-values, following a Boltzmann distribution, as follows:
r

P (a/sr ) = 

r

ψeQ (s ,a)
Qr (sr ,a )
a ψe

(6)

The standard updating rules for Q-learning are given as follows:
Qr (sr (t + 1), a) = (1 − ζ r ) Qr (sr (t), a) + ζ r (rlr + γ r maxa Qr (sr (t), a )) (7)
At each GARB, the QoS price is dynamically adjusted over time to maximize
its economic revenue and minimize its empirical loss due to the decrease of
its residual capacity because of demands by downstream ARBs. Therefore, we
choose the following reinforcement value for node i at time step (t + 1):
rlr = 2 (t) × (T Rev (V Rr , GARBi ) − T Cost (V Rr , GARBi ))


AQoS (V Rr , GARBi )
+log 1 −
AQoS (V Rr , GARBi ) + RC (V Rr , GARBi )

(8)

The value 2 (t) is chosen to be time-dependent in order to constantly adjust
the reinforcement value as time elapses. In order to obtain similar orders of magnitude of the two terms of the reinforcement value, we set 2 (t) to 500 × prQoSi(t).
The reinforcement value is supposed to steer the SP towards the aforementioned
goals, increasing its revenue, but also taking the residual capacity and the delivered rate into account. In order to ensure that the shortcomings which are
usually encountered in RL models are avoided, and to guarantee convergence to
global optima, the following conditions, satisﬁed in our RL model, are required:
1. Each state-action pair is visited an inﬁnite (i.e. large) number of times
2. Learning rate is decreased with time
3. Rewards are incremented as the goal is approached
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Simulation Results

The proposed approach is tested using extensive simulations. To emulate the
desired environment of service providers (SPs), of physical and virtual resources,
of services oﬀered, of customers and the service instances they activate, we built
a custom simulator using the Java programming language. We create customer
entities connecting to the network infrastructure through physical resources to
activate the service instances. Services are composed using other component
services and several virtual resources. The candidate component services for the
composition process are equally considered to avoid bias towards a given service.
The parameters used in the simulation were the same for all experiments. We
generated several component services, as well as physical and virtual resources,
which were owned by 10 SPs. For each virtual resource, random amounts were
available in the infrastructure and distributed in the available physical resources.
We allowed several customers to buy services from diﬀerent SPs and to activate
instances of such services. The service instances were activated according to a
diﬀerent Poisson process for each service bought, and were kept active for exponentially distributed service times which were diﬀerent for each service instance.
Fig. 5 shows how the utility function chosen to service Best Eﬀort (BE) customers works for a given SP. As can be seen in the ﬁgure, the rate oﬀered varies
depending on the virtual resource’s residual capacity at this SP. When this residual capacity increases, the rate oﬀered increases, and vice versa. This shows that
the utility function is performing as desired, adapting the rate oﬀered by this
SP to BE customers according to its available capacity.
We now show the instantaneous variation of the QoS prices for 5 randomly
chosen SPs for 2 cases where the Reinforcement Learning (RL) method is applied. In the Random Choice case (Fig. 6), the prices vary around their starting point. The interesting observation is that one SP’s price tends to deviUtility Parameters vs. Time for a Service Provider
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ate from the others. This is due to the fact that in this experiment, the upstream SP when external ﬂows are triggered is randomly chosen. There is therefore no reward for a SP oﬀering a lower price for a given virtual resource,
and it is not harmful in this case to deviate from the general consensus of
keeping prices under control. The RL method is not totally suitable in this
case. In the Least Cost case (Fig. 7), the prices vary around their starting
point. The interesting observation is that no SP’s price tends to deviate from
the others. If it does, it is re-adjusted by the RL method. This is due to the
fact that in this experiment, the upstream SP when external ﬂows are triggered is chosen according to the least cost oﬀered by other SPs for that virtual resource. There is therefore a reward for a SP oﬀering a lower price for
a given virtual resource, and it is harmful in this case to deviate from the
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Table 3. Average Virtual Resource Goodput for the three pricing approaches
Traﬃc
Fixed Varying Random Choice Varying Least-Cost Choice
All Traﬃc 0.3083
0.2867
0.0657
QoS Traﬃc 0.2842
0.2441
0.0555

general consensus of keeping prices under control. This is much more likely to
be the case in real-world environments. In such environments, the proposed
RL method for market-based hierarchical resource management performs as
desired.
To further measure the performance of the proposed reinforcement learning
approach, we propose a new metric which we refer to as the Virtual Resource
Goodput (VRG). The VRG is calculated as the ratio of the total downstream
rate of the SP over the revenue of that SP. Therefore, the goal of a SP is to bring
the VRG down, so that less virtual resources are needed for more revenues. The
value of his unit of virtual resource increases when the VRG decreases. Table 3
shows the average VRG for the three approaches: Fixed Price, Varying Price
Random Choice, and Varying Price Least-Cost. We also compute the VRG for
the QoS downstream rate only. As seen in the table, the average VRG is highest
(worst performance) for the Fixed Price approach, followed by the Varying Price
Random Choice approach, and the best performance is achieved by the Varying
Price Least Cost approach. Also, note that the VRG of the QoS traﬃc is better
than the VRG of the entire (QoS and BE) traﬃc, as the QoS traﬃc gives the
SP more value per unit virtual resource.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a market-based hierarchical resource management
algorithm using machine learning to autonomically learn prices and adjust them
as time evolves in order to improve the service providers’ performance, keep
the customers satisﬁed, and avoid monopolies by preventing service providers’
price deviation. The paper proposed a negotiation algorithm using a carefully
chosen utility function to serve BE customers, and providing QoS customers
with the the rate requested. It also proposed a learning method to adjust virtual resource prices according to the environment. Results have shown that the
utility function operates as expected, that the learning mechanism avoids price
deviation and keeps prices under control, and that the virtual resource amount
needed by a given service provider for a unit of revenue decreases when learning
is used. Future work will consider other similar hierarchical resource management algorithms, as well as variations to the utility functions and reinforcement
learning methods. The paper has shown the potential of reinforcement learning
when competing service providers wish to steer their operation towards a desired
goal.
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